At today's visit, do you think your doctor had all the necessary information about your HS treatments (current and past)?

- None at all
- A little of the information
- A moderate amount
- Most of the information
- All of the information

At today's visit, do you feel like your doctor had all the necessary information to make treatment decisions for your HS?

- None at all
- A little of the information
- A moderate amount
- Most of the information
- All of the information

At today's visit, do you think your doctor understood your HS pain?

- Didn't understand my pain at all
- Understood my pain a little
- Somewhat understood my pain
- Mostly understood my pain
- Completely understood my pain

At today's visit, do you think your doctor understood your HS flares?

- Didn't understand my flares at all
- Understood my flares a little
- Somewhat understood my flares
- Mostly understood my flares
- Completely understood my flares

After your appointment today, do you feel like there were things you didn't discuss about your HS that may have been helpful for your doctor?

- We discussed almost none of the information
- We discussed a little of the information
- We discussed about half the information
- We discussed most of the information
- We discussed all the information